
Brea Willingham Wellness Terms & Conditions Client Agreement 

For Holistic Counselling, Compassion Key and Meditation Sessions. 

I acknowledge that Brea Willingham is a holistic practitioner. 

I acknowledge that Brea Willingham is not a doctor or psychology professional and accordingly any information 

or ideas she shares during our work together is only a personal opinion and will not be construed as medical or 

psychological advice. I will rely on my own medical practitioner or mental health professional for advice 

related to medical or psychological treatment.  

I recognise that Holistic Counselling, Compassion Key and the other spiritual tools and processes that Brea 

employs are only one potential factor in the management of my physical and mental health, my financial life, 

my relationships or any other part of my life, and that the work Brea and I do together may in fact have no 

impact on my physical or psychological health or any other part of my life. 

I understand that Brea does not offer refunds and I understand and agree that I will not receive a full or partial 

refund under any circumstance. I further understand that if I choose not to use all of the sessions I have paid 

for within 12 months, I will forfeit my rights to this these sessions, and I will not receive a full or partial refund. 

I further understand that if I need to reschedule a session with Brea, I need to give her at least 24 hours 

written notice. If I reschedule with less than 24 hours notice, I will forfeit the session/scheduled time in its 

entirety.  

In consideration of the services, information, and support I have received or will hereafter receive from Brea 

Willingham, I hereby hold harmless Brea Willingham from any and all liability in consequence of such services, 

information and support given, and release and waive all claim for damage, as a result of such services, 

information and support. This release shall be effective and binding upon my heirs, next of kin, executors, 

administrators and assigned.  

I have read these Terms prior to agreeing  and I understand its effect. I am aware that by agreeing to these 

Terms I am waiving certain legal rights, which I or my heirs, next of kin, executors, administrators and assigned 

may otherwise have had. 

Terms and conditions governed by the laws of Australia, and exclusive jurisdiction in Australia.  

 

 

 


